
WEB LINKS/TOOLS  

• ArcGIS Survey123 is an intuitive form that we link to our websites. This survey captures 

data on the web or with mobile devices. The map allows you to pinpoint locations where you can 

provide site-specific comments. We can choose which basemap and locator is used in the survey 

(e.g. Open Street Map) or define contents of the basemap using ArcGIS Online.   

Question for client: What would you like residents to identify through this map? 

(examples: places you want to protect, places that need improvement). Locations can be 

tied to relevant topic areas. Any preference for basemap/content in the survey?   

Land Use  

Where do you see opportunities for new development or redevelopment?  

Are there areas that should be rezoned to better reflect their current or desired use?  

Which places do you believe are being misused or underutilized?  

 

Housing  

Where is there a need for more affordable or diverse housing options?  

Are there neighborhoods or buildings in disrepair that need attention?  

Where would you like to see more housing developments or community living spaces?  

 

Economic Development  

Which areas have potential for new businesses or commercial hubs?  

Where do you see opportunities for job creation or economic growth?  

Are there underdeveloped areas that could be revitalized for economic purposes?  

 

Natural Resources  

Which natural habitats or features should be protected or preserved?  



Are there areas where environmental restoration is needed?  

Where do you enjoy experiencing nature, and what places are important for local wildlife?  

 

Historic Preservation  

Are there unrecognized or under-protected historic sites or buildings in Cranton?  

Which areas represent important cultural or historical significance to you?  

Are there historic areas at risk that need more attention or preservation?  

 

Services and Facilities  

Where would you suggest new public facilities (e.g., clinics, schools, fire stations)?  

Are there areas underserved by public utilities or services?  

Which facilities or services do you use most often, and where do you see gaps?  

 

Open Space and Recreation  

Where would you like to see more parks, green spaces, or recreational facilities?  

Are there current recreational areas that need expansion or improvement?  

Which trails, parks, or open spaces do you frequent, and what enhancements would you 
suggest?  

 

Circulation  

Which roads, intersections, or pathways need improvements or repairs?  

Where do you see the need for better public transportation options or stops?  

Are there areas where pedestrian or cyclist safety is a concern?  



For the circulation element, it would be preferred*** to have an in depth map akin to this: 
https://srpedd.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceReporter/index.html?appid=c411017
ec2d44cf7804bb591d0e52b90&webmap=0bb06ab3cb0a403090c68f22d22d5db6&layer
=Route6_Map1_2446  
 
***If this cannot be achieved then we should pull questions from this crowdsource 
reporter tool. 

 

Sustainability/Energy  

Where could Cranton benefit from renewable energy installations (e.g., solar panels, wind 
turbines)?  

Are there areas where energy-efficient infrastructure or technologies could be implemented?  

Which parts of Cranton do you see as potential hubs for sustainability initiatives?  

 

Agriculture (urban and rural)  

Which farmlands or agricultural spaces should be preserved?  

Are there urban areas suitable for community gardens or urban farming?  

Do you know of abandoned lands that could be converted to agricultural use, either urban or 
rural?  

 

Water Supply  

Are there sources of clean water that need protection?  

Which areas face issues related to water quality or flooding?  

Are there places where infrastructure for water storage or distribution could be enhanced?  

 

https://srpedd.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceReporter/index.html?appid=c411017ec2d44cf7804bb591d0e52b90&webmap=0bb06ab3cb0a403090c68f22d22d5db6&layer=Route6_Map1_2446
https://srpedd.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceReporter/index.html?appid=c411017ec2d44cf7804bb591d0e52b90&webmap=0bb06ab3cb0a403090c68f22d22d5db6&layer=Route6_Map1_2446
https://srpedd.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceReporter/index.html?appid=c411017ec2d44cf7804bb591d0e52b90&webmap=0bb06ab3cb0a403090c68f22d22d5db6&layer=Route6_Map1_2446

